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Experimental Drawing - Holistic Check List

Teacher Name: Hoppe 

Student Name:     ________________________________________

CATEGORY Enduring Understanding Performance Indicator Not Observed Observed .                                        Notes                                        .
R.7. Perceive
and analyze
artistic work

R.7.a. Individual aesthetic and
empathetic awareness
developed through engagement
with art can lead to
understanding and appreciation
of self, others, the natural world,
and constructed environments.

Did student discuss several
different reasons artists
create drawings or new
drawing processes and tools?

   

R.7. Perceive
and analyze
artistic work

R.7.b. Visual imagery influences
understanding of and responses
to the world.

Did student see and discuss
a variety of creative and
artistic drawing processes?

   

Cr.1. Generate
and
conceptualize
artistic ideas
and work

Cr.1.a. Creativity and innovative
thinking are essential life skills
that can be developed.

Does student understand that
s/he can learn new things
with a critical open mind?

   

Cr.1. Generate
and
conceptualize
artistic ideas
and work

Cr.1.b. Artists and designers
shape artistic investigations,
following or breaking with
traditions in pursuit of creative
artmaking goals.

Did student attempt to invent
or explore new drawing
techniques, media, and
ideas?

   

Cr.2. Organize
and develop
artistic ideas
and work

Cr.2.b. Artists and designers
balance experimentation and
safety, freedom, and
responsibility while developing
and creating artworks.

Did student work respectfully
near or with peers and
respect the art of peers?

   

Cn.11. Relate
artistic ideas
and works
with societal,
cultural, and
historical
context to
deepen
understanding

Cn.11.a. People develop ideas
and understandings of society,
culture, and history through their
interactions with and analysis of
art.

Did student share meaningful
input in activity discussions?
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